
<Exhibit 2>

"Hikari Denwa" and "Hikari Denwa Office Type"

・Hikari Denwa services available to subscribers of FLET'S Hikari Next offers the same Hikari
Denwa services provided by B FLET'S and, in addition, provides new high-quality telephone 
services (7kHz) delivering clearer voice communication and broadband videophone services 
(SD-equivalent quality: regular TV class) with high-resolution images capable of displaying 
natural movements natural movements.
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2. Service Charge

(1) Monthly charge

Service Outline Rates

Hikari DenwaＡ (Ace) *2-

2
¥1,500 

(¥1,575 incl. tax)

Greater Peace of Mind
Plan*2-3

¥3,900
(¥4,095 incl. tax)

Peace of Mind Plan*2-4 ¥1,400 
(¥1,470 incl. tax)

Basic Plan ¥500
(¥525 incl. tax)

Hikari
Denwa
Office 

Type*2-1 *2-

5

Optical IP telephone service for three 
channels and one telephone number 
(up to eight channels and 32 telephone 
numbers are available as additional 
service options)

¥1,300 (¥1,365 incl. tax)

Hikari
Denwa*2-1

Optical IP telephone service for one 
channel and one telephone number (up 
to two channels and five telephone 
numbers are available as additional 
service options)

*2-1: To use this service, subscription to "FLET'S Hikari Next Family Type" or "FLET'S Hikari Next Mansion 
Type" is necessary, as well as a Hikari Denwa-enabled device compatible with this service.  (The monthly rates
are the same as "Hikari Denwa" and "Hikari Denwa Office Type" provided through "B FLET'S.")  Some Hikari
Denwa-enabled devices used for "Hikari Denwa" and "Hikari Denwa Office Type" provided through "B 
FLET'S" may not be compatible with this service.
As with "Hikari Denwa" and "Hikari Denwa Office Type" provided through "B FLET'S," "Number Display 
[caller identification]," "Voice Warp [call forwarding]" and other additional services are available.  ("Free 
Access Hikari Wide [toll-free calls]" and "specific number notification function" are to be offered as soon as 
preparations are completed.)
When using "Hikari Denwa" and "Hikari Denwa Office Type" through "FLET'S Hikari Next," the monthly rate 
for multiple channels (per channel) will be ¥200 (¥210 including tax) for "Hikari Denwa" and ¥400 (¥420 
including tax) for "Hikari Denwa Office Type."
*2-2: A package plan of six optional services, including caller ID, and ¥480 (¥504 including tax) worth of calls.
*2-3: Includes ¥4,800 (¥5,040 including tax) worth of calls.
*2-4: Includes ¥1,280 (¥1,344 including tax) worth of calls.
*2-5: When using "Hikari Denwa Office Type" with "FLET'S Hikari Next," the "Hikari Denwa Expansion 
Option" is unnecessary.



(2) Main call charge

Call rate category Rates

Standard-quality telephony services
Voice calls

High-quality telephony services *2-6
¥8/three min. (¥8.4/three min. incl. tax) *2-7

Videophone Standard-quality/SD-equivalent quality 
(bandwidth up to 2.6Mbps)*2-7

¥15/three min. (¥15.75/three min. incl. tax) 
*2-8

*2-6: To use high-quality telephony services and videophone services, a subscription to the respective service 
and devices compatible with the services are necessary. (Additional services and installation will be free of 
charge.)
High-quality telephony services are available only with connection to parties with "Hikari Denwa" and "Hikari
Denwa Office Type" through "FLET'S Hikari Next" offered by NTT East and NTT West.  Calls to other 
destinations will have standard quality.
Videophone services are available only with connection to parties with "Hikari Denwa" and "Hikari Denwa
Office Type" using "FLET'S Hikari Next" offered by NTT East and NTT West.  In addition, videophone 
services (standard quality) can be connected to videophone-capable mobile phones (NTT DoCoMo's FOMA 
handsets are videophone-capable as of March 2008).  
*2-7: Applies to calls to "Hikari Denwa," "subscriber phone," "INS Net" and other such services.  The rate for 
calls to mobile phones and the like will be the same as those for "Hikari Denwa" and "Hikari Denwa Office 
Type" using "B FLET'S."
*2-8: Applies to calls to "Hikari Denwa."  The rate for calls to mobile phones (standard quality) will be ¥30/60 
sec. (¥31.5/60 sec. including tax).  The rate for videophone services will be ¥100/3 minutes (¥105/3 minutes 
including tax) when the bandwidth exceeds 2.6Mbps.

(3) Initial expenses

¥12,000 (¥12,600 incl. tax) *2-11Hikari Denwa Office Type

¥3,000 (¥3,150 incl. tax) *2-9 *2-10Hikari Denwa

RatesService

*2-9: This is the amount for standard work for new applications made by Saturday, May 31, 2008 for which 
service will commence by Sunday, August 31, 2008 for "FLET'S Hikari Next Family Type" and by Sunday, 
November 30, 2008, for "FLET'S Hikari Next Mansion Type".   Additional installation charges may apply 
depending on the work required.  
*2-10: The breakdown is: number relocation work ¥2,000 (¥2,100 including tax) and subscription phone usage 
suspension work ¥1,000 (¥1,050 including tax).  Different installation charges may apply depending on the 
work required.
*2-11: The breakdown is: switchboard work ¥1,000 (¥1,050 including tax); equipment work ¥8,000 (¥8,400 
including tax); number relocation work ¥2,000 (¥2,100 including tax); subscription phone usage suspension 
work ¥1,000 (¥1,050 including tax).  Different installation charges may apply depending on the work required.

3. Service areas

The service areas will be the service areas for "FLET'S Hikari Next."

4. Customer applications and inquiries

Placing applications and making inquiries online
FLET'S official home page: http://flets.com/
Placing applications and making inquiries by phone
Phone number: 0120-116116
Hours: 9:00 am to 9:00 pm, including weekends and holidays (except for the New Year 
holidays from December 29 to January 3)

http://flets.com/

